First party cookies
Cookie
utma

utmz

Expires
2 years

6 months

_ga
_gid
wordfence_verifiedHuman

2 years
24 hours
24 hours

Akamai

2 years

abd_{ channel_id }_{
language_code }

2 years

_webeo_trk

20 years

Usage
This cookie is typically
written to the browser upon
the first visit to this site.
This cookie is used to
determine unique visitors to
this site and it is updated
with each page view.
Keeps track of where the
visitor came from, what
search engine you used,
what link you clicked on,
what keyword you used,
and where they were in the
world when you accessed a
website.
Used to distinguish users
Used to distinguish users
Cookie set by Wordfence
Security plugin to protect
the site against malicious
attackers
Used by Akamai to optimize
site performance and
security
We generate the cookie
name based on the channel
ID and language, with a
cookie identifier acronym as
a prefix.
The _webeo_trk cookie
allows a website to track
device visit history on the
sites on which the cookie is
installed. Tracking is
performed anonymously
and is not used for crosssite tracking purposes.

Third party cookies

Cookie

Expires

Usage

utma

2 years

__utmz

6 months

_ga

2 years

_gid

24 hours

_twitter_sess

Session

Dnt

15 days

Eu_cn

6 months

External_referer

1 week

Guest_id
Kdt
Tfw_exp
Remember_checked_on

6 months
1 year
15 days
6 months

Personalization_id

2 years

TWITTER This cookie is
typically written to the
browser upon the first visit
to this site. This cookie is
used to determine unique
visitors to this site and it is
updated with each page
view.
TWITTER Keeps track of
where the visitor came
from, what search engine
you used, what link you
clicked on, what keyword
you used, and where they
were in the world when you
accessed a website.
TWITTER Used to distinguish
users.
TWITTER Used to distinguish
users.
TWITTER This cookie allows
the use of Twitter features
without having to log in,
and contains some tracking
information that Twitter
uses to improve their
services.
TWITTER User's preference
regarding tracking
TWITTER Used to collect
data
TWITTER Used to aggregate
button usage
Used to identify you to
Twitter, if you do not have a
Twitter account or never
accessed the Twitter.com
website directly then
Twitter will assign you a
unique code to track
your visit to the Twitter
feed.
TWITTER This cookie is set
due to Twitter integration
and sharing capabilities for
the social media.

Syndication_guest_id

2 years

Ct0

Session

ApplicationGatewayAffinity

Session

Lang

Session

TWITTER Used to collect
information about users
browsing behaviour for
marketing purposes
including digital display and
social media advertising.
TWITTER This cookie is set
due to Twitter integration
and sharing capabilities for
the social media.
LEAD FORENSIC Used to track
users
Cdn.syndication.twimg.com
Cookie to identify the
language

